Several decoding algorithms based on oscillation Log-likelihood ratio (LLR) for Lowdensity parity-check (LDPC) 
Introduction
Since the rediscovery by MacKay [1] of Gallager's low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [2] , decoding algorithm has been fully studied. Numerous improvements to the belief-propagation (BP) algorithm have been proposed. Those improvements are to improve the decoding performance or reduce the decoding complexity.
Longer LDPC codes that have fewer short cycles in their Tanner graphs lead to reduced correlations among the iterative messages exchanged in decoding, and hence, have better performance for loglikelihood ratio (LLR) domain BP algorithms. Some algorithms, such as normalized-BP, offset-BP, etc, can also reduce this type of correlations, and hence, the decoding performance is improved at the cost of a slightly increased decoding computational complexity [3] . These methods can also be used in minsum algorithm and so on [4] . If decoding is still unsuccessful when the BP algorithm is at a larger number of iterations, the LLR information used to bits decision may occur oscillation, that is, the LLRs of same symbol at two adjacent iterations may both have larger amplitudes, but opposite signs [5] [6] .
Error probability of hard decisions for those oscillated bits is clearly larger. [5] presents a method to reduce the vibration of LLR information, that is, for a symbol, if we find that the two output LLR at the two successive iterations have opposite signs, then we add the two LLRs. In this article, we call this algorithm as CA-BP (Compare-Add BP). This method improves the algorithm performance, but needs to store the bits LLR information at two iterations, thence increases the storage requirements and computations. For regular LDPC codes, this method is not conducive to parallel and pipeline decoding processing [7~9]. This paper proposes an improved algorithm, ACC-BP (Accumulation BP), which uses the accumulated LLR information as the basis for the final bits decision if BP algorithm is still not successful when it reach the set maximum number of iterations. This method needs only a very small increase in storage and computation, but improves the decoding performance. Furthermore, we apply the normalized LLR method for ACC-BP and CA-BP, form two improved algorithms, ACC-Nor-BP and CA-Nor-BP, which further improve the decoding performance without increasing the storage capacity and computational complexity.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We begin by discussing the normalized BP and CA-BP algorithms. In Section3, we present the improved algorithm, ACC-Nor-BP. Simulation results are presented in Section 4, followed by conclusions.
Normalized BP and CA-BP
Bipartite graphs of LDPC code exists rings, especially for short and medium length LDPC codes. The existence of rings leads the correlation among variable message, resulting in lower decoding performance; therefore, reducing the correlation between messages can improve decoding performance. The usual practice is to introduce a multiplicative factor or additive factors for variable message to reduce the output LLR. According to the two different adjusting ways, there are normalized-BP and offset-BP two algorithms [3] .
In the LLR domain normalized-BP algorithm, the variable node messages make the following changes
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ji vt is the message propagated from the th j bit node to th i check node at th t iteration.
ACC-Nor-BP algorithm
BP algorithm performance has been improved with the processing of adding the two oscillated LLR messages. However, this simple addition does not take into account some special circumstances. For example, when a variable symbol has opposite LLR signs at two adjacent iterations, but it is in the right iterative direction. In this case, the LLR information change in CA-BP will delay the iteration processing, and even causes errors. In fact, we can use a more intuitive way, namely, we can accumulate all the LLR information at all BP iterations. If the check is still not successful when BP reaches the maximum number of iterations, then the accumulation is used as the basis of bit decision. This accumulation can reduce the impact of oscillation for the symbol decision. The idea of accumulate iteration information also appears in the literature [10] , in which, the weighted iterative accumulation of LLR information is used as the sorted merit in ordered statistic decoding OSD algorithm [10~12].
We apply this accumulative method to the normalized BP algorithm described in Section 1, further improve the decoding performance. Algorithm is described as follows: 
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=+ , if reach the maximum number of iterations, then goto (6) 3. Check node update: This accumulation treatment does not interfere the BP iteration processing, only accumulate the LLR information. When BP reaches the maximum number of iterations, and the checking is still unsuccessful, and then uses the accumulated LLR information as the bit decision merit. This method only need to increase N storage units, while the CA-BP algorithm need to increase N Ù storage units, where N is the code length, Ù is the average degree of variable nodes.
Simulations
The LDPC code selected in this article is a (504, 252, 3, 6) regular LDPC code given in [13] . Simulations use the following criteria: AWGN channel, BPSK modulation, the maximum number of iterations is fixed at 50 for BP in all cases.
In simulation results, we use ACC-BP (Accumulation BP) and ACC-Nor-BP to represent the proposed algorithm in this article, Nor-BP to represent the normalized-BP algorithm, CA-BP to represent the algorithm in [5] , CA-Nor-BP to represent the combined algorithm of CA-BP and normalized-BP algorithm. Figure 1 illustrates the performance of BP, ACC-BP and CA-BP algorithm. Simulations show that the performance of ACC-BP is better than that of BP but lower than CA-BP within the SNR range of interest. According to the description above, we know that the computational complexity and storage requirements of ACC-BP algorithm is roughly same with that of BP, but less than that of CA-BP, because the CA-BP algorithm needs to store double iteration information, compare the signs and possibly add the iterative information. Figure 2 illustrates the performance of BP, Nor-BP, ACC-Nor-BP, CA-Nor-BP. The parameter a is fixed at 0.9 in Nor-BP, 0.92 in ACC-Nor-BP, and 0.86 in CA-Nor-BP. Simulations show that the performance of Nor-BP, ACC-Nor-BP, CA-Nor-BP is far better than that of BP within the SNR range of interest, and performance of ACC-Nor-BP is better than the that of Nor-BP, and slightly lower than that of CA-Nor-BP. As described above, CA-Nor-BP has the largest requirement for storage and the most computing demanding, and is not conducive to the pipeline processing for some regular LDPC codes' parallel decoder, therefore in practical, we can use the ACC-Nor-BP as the decoding algorithm. Compared with BP algorithm, ACC-Nor-BP obtains substantial performance increase with almost no increase in storage and computing requirements.
Furthermore, we perform the cascaded decoding simulations for those algorithms cascaded with OSD algorithm. These cascaded algorithms are denoted as Nor-BP-OSD, ACC-Nor-BP-OSD, CANor-BP-OSD respectively in Figure 3 and Figure 4 . The order is 1 in all OSD decoding. The parameter a is fixed at 0.86 in Nor-BP-OSD, 0.92 in ACC-Nor-BP-OSD and 0.86 in CA-Nor-BP-OSD.
We find that the performance of ACC-Nor-BP-OSD is near to that of BP-OSD, but lower than that of Nor-BP-OSD and that of CA-Nor-BP-OSD. This shows that if it is cascaded with OSD, the sum merit can even result in performance degradation slightly, compared with Nor-BP-OSD. Weighted parameter a also affects the algorithm performance. We simulate the case of 2dB and 3dB for ACC-Nor-BP, and the results are showed in Figure 5 and Figure 6 . From the figures, we can find that the impact of different parameters on performance is obvious, and the performance of ACCNor-BP is better than that of Nor-BP in high SNR region. 
Conclusions
This paper presents a strategy that using accumulated LLRs as the bit decision merit after the failure of standard BP. The simulation results show that ACC-BP has limited performance improvement compared to BP, and performance deterioration compared to CA-BP; the performance of ACC-Nor-BP is better than that of Nor-BP with almost no increase in computational complexity and storage requirement, and is also close to the performance of CANor-BP with lower computational complexity and storage requirement, therefore ACC-Nor-BP has a good practical in application. The simulation for cascaded algorithm shows that ACC-Nor-BP-OSD does not have advantage, which's performance is even lower than that of Nor-BP-OSD. 
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